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I.  THE SETTED AIM OF THE DOCTORAL DISSERTATION 
  

  
The success story of economical integration is mainly and  without doubt the history of the 
European integration. However there is a chapter of this success story which has benn
staying in the same place for 50 years when in the begining, the Roman agreement was
signatured. This is the problem of direct practise of primary settlement’ law which behoves 
the economic companies. 
The four keystones of the European Union or its predessor in title the European Community,
such as principal, goods, services and people can freely and cleanly flow through the borders.
Permissible moving of people means clean flowing of not only  natural person but enterprises 
mainly within economical companies. Its content assures nevertheless the law of free
settlement in the European Union. 
In case of individuals this law is assured extensivelly but for enterprises it is exerted only
partially which means they have the subsidiary possibility of the settlement, although
primary law sources say that there is a similar censure for individuals and for enterprises. 
In my thesis I make an attempt to demonstrate that there is a solution for the aforesaid
problem. I mean the primary law of settlement can be made in case of economical
companies. 
Accordingly I set up the following theses and I look for the solution for them during my
research.  
  
1.) We can say that there is an EU solution for primary law of  settlement  for those 
economical companies which are registered in the EU member states. So these
companies have the rights that they can exist and work without any borders in the EU. 
2.) This kind of Eu solution can be either common law, public law or both together.  
 3.) To realisation of the solution with a community level they are found, that their  
methods and their due would be exist in the present community law and order.   
Acting up the theses I firstly had to analysed „EU level” and according to the present 
european law  why it is the only and obligate solution. In the course of it I studied what kind
of tendencies are there in the concerning european law and what arguments are deputized
there. I also studied that instead of EU level solution what other solutions can be and what
should be the dangers and disadvantages of these  that can be avoided.  
When I dealt with individual law I had to studied and appraised the present solutions of
european companies so called sui generis.  I also analyzed whether these  types of companies 
live up to expectations or not, and how they should  have handled the basic problem. 
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The solutionn suggested by me is based on the civil law on the method of the comparative
law analysis. Here I took the American type as a basis the so called Model Business
Corporation Act and its logical coordination and system and its   legal institutions which are 
suit to my work.I had to find those common rules after these, in which concrete case easily
be adopted into the community law. 
The opportunity of the civil solution has not arised yet till now neither in the relevant right
literature nor in the itemized right. So it should have been mentioned only as a theoretical
solution. Its starting point is a new legal concept which I would like to introduce and
establish into the community law: European legal entity. According to this the civil solution
had been studied in two ways: on one hand institution side and on the other hand legal side. 
Both of these implements are assuming implements and they can be analysed only together.
Their complexity can not be stripped and they can not be defined- leastways in my thesis-
one by one. 
In case of institution I had to study whether the new  institution which will be based on  the 
common right  will be administrative or adjudicatory constitution. When the legal side was
established two things were taken into coherence: material legal devices and procedure legal
devices. I worked out the material legal devices to confirm that type of company can be
defind which is registered on the civil basis by institution device.  
The development of the procedure devices serves the aim that I should present its
opportunity to it though, that the institution, the material one wished to create a social form
defined by a right, according to what kind of rules register it and how it can be suited to the
„EU level”. To this I learnt on the legal informatics research results, with the help of which
introduce by way of a possible one, an European Union supported e-registration model. 
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II. DOCTORAL TREATISE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
  

 My research methodological devices elected as the basis of the demonstration of the doctoral
theses are two-way: document analysing method and right comparative and legal analog
method. The paper affected my research at the same time in terms of this object relevant 
frontiers. The taxation, the public administration and the legal informatics affected its
relevant and applicable research results. 
The pragmatism, the solution search is the base of the application of the research methods
since I am a practising jurist, too. Because I approach the problem from this side I make an
attempt at the draughting of adequate answers and solutions like that.I think they would stand 
the test in the daily practice beyond the theoretical elaborateness. In the processed research
material of which use was made for the demonstration and literature the centre of the
itemized right the EU work document shifts towards it concerned. Of course performing the
relevant European judgement exercise receives place in it. 
In the civil part I applied the international law comparative method (I adopted the american
method). The legal analogy received place and role in one parts of the civil demonstration
( European Foundation Statute). In case of the civil solution proposals I proceeded and
research and I pushed my analysis borders out beyond the right and I learned on the legal
informatics results attained till now on this area ( BRITE project). 
In the course of processing of the research material I applied the corporate law dogmatic
theology method and the descriptor criticism method. 
I finished my research 31 August in 2008, but I took into consideration that in case of
Cartesio there was a judgement only 16 December in 2008 so I really finished my work 31 
March in 2009 after appearing of the judgement in the Official Journal. 
I used more than 150 books both in Hungarian and in foreign languages to make my treatise. 
The civil solution part of the treatrise I may have learned on the relevant literature in a part
dwindling only, being the novelty of the solution proposal only made possible the actual
measure analysis. 
I translated all the foreign language documents that I marked as literature or source-book.  
  

III. THE SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONAL RESULTS OF MY 
DOCTORAL TEATISE AND THEIR PRACTICAL USAGE 

  
The summary of contributional results as optional solutions for the starting problem that I
have already formulated are the followings:  

  
The community’s legislative direction has to be double:  
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1.) If the EU would like to produce legal act in field of civil law:  
a.) there is a need of improving and regulating of the so called sui generis European
companies forms. According to it is very important to obliterate the integration and
transformation of causeless and stiff conclusion of companies forms in case of European
Company (SE) and European Coorperative Society. The community legislators have to make
adaptable conventions such as Eurpean Privat Company. 
Furthermore it would be justified the partial reconsideration of the regulation of the
European Economic Interest Grouping in the framework of which I think a smaller technical
modification like this for example the unnecessary one and to delete the rules of definition of
bound proffessional activity in case of private person in founders’.  
b, It is necessary to adopt the following legal institutions from the USA’s corporate law 
(MBCA): 
 - Naturalization of economical companies, introducing institutions to community or  to the 
member state corporate law.  
-The branch transformation of the regulation on a manner like that, how we shall introduce
the concept of the business activity onto an American sample into the community law and let
us separate it from this branch foundation and let us adjust itt o the branch of rules of
foundation, reducing the unnecessary bureaucracy with it and increasing the member state
social undertakings’ competitiveness.  
- Choosing free forms – also an American sample - being really free for the existing 
economical companies in the member states so transformation can be possible as material
legal institute for every EU member states. 
  
  
  
2.)  If the EU wishes to make a step on the area of the public law in the interest of the
solution: 
 a, They have to create a kind of community authority which s like a Firm Registration 
Authority leads  their registry, make the European legal person’s registry, can do official 
works if the EU dispose it in the legal foundation.We can ensure only with this institution the
supranational,functional pan-European competence with an EU level that would grant it the
waited European  citizenship  for social undertakings.  
b, If the above mentioned authority is established we also have to create its own rules so we
can not get around the practise of settlement law neither the moving of transferring of the
seat of the company from one state to another one.  
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Onto this distinguished sample there could be starting basis the currently legislative process
subtracted the so called No.14 Directive-proposal of a goveming principle draft, and the 
BRITE project in rather advanced state  could be distinguished methodological background. 
In my oppinion for this  firm procedure  the basehas to be the internet and electronic way so
beyond  any doubt an EU-registary is necessary to create. According to ECRF survey it can 
be absolved by every member state so it may not seem a made-up utopia. 
  
These research results excellently useful either on the field of theoretical training 

or in the field of education or directly in practise because it has given the solution for  
nowadays turning up problems of fundamental rights since the begining of EU.  
At the same time the results of this research may carry it or something else ahead the right,
disciplines being attached to an issue either directly or indirectly defined concerned inside
my treatise. 
I mainly think about fields of economics, accountancy and legal informatics for which ones
these scientific results may be with an effect, helping for additional researches like starting
up in these disciplines and may serve as its basis for which solutions drawn up in the treatise.
Hungary will hold European Union’s chairperson-in-office in 2011 so the goverment of 
Hungarian Republic  should undertake or represent the research results in the presidency 
cycle. In this case rightful solution for company enterprise of the practise of direct settlement
right will be an excellent presidency (part)program.  
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IV. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS FROM THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE 

THESIS 
  

  
  
A) Publications: 
  
In Hungarian: 
  
Published by the ”Ferenc Deák” Doctoral School of the Faculty of Law, University of
Miskolc: 
- Az Európai Közösségek Ügynökségei [The Agencies of the European Communities]
Miskolci Doktoranduszok Jogtudományi Tanulmányai, 2005.; 6/2; p. 51.) 
- Az európai jogi személyiség megteremtésének hypotézise [A Hypothesis of Creating the 
European Legal Person] (Doktoranduszok Fóruma, 2004. nov. 09.; p. 209.) 
- Gazdasági társaságok jogképességének problémái és megoldási javaslatok az Európai Unió 
jogalkotásában [Problems with the legal personalities of business enterprises and proposed
solutions in the law of the European Union (Doktoranduszok Fóruma, 2003. nov. 06.; p 250.)
  
On-line publications (in the publication forum of the ”Jogi Fórum – Első Magyar Jogi 
Portál” [Forum of Law–the First Hungarian Legal Portal)  www.jogiforum.hu/publikációk/ 
 146; 162 
- Az Európai Unió önálló államiságának jegyeit alátámasztó tények az Alkotmányos 
Szerződés tervezetében [Facts underpinning the statehood of the European Union in the draft 
Constitution–a study] 
- Európai Alkotmány–Európai Közigazgatás [European Constitution, European 
Administration–a study] 
Other: 
- A társasági jog változásainak főbb irányai az európai jogalkotásban [Important ways of 
change of the company law on the European legislation. A conference proceeding, to be
published by the Law Section of the Scientific Body of Sz-Sz-B. County of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences] 
- Az európai jogi személyiség megteremtésének hypotézise [A Hypothesis of Creating the 
European Legal Person. A conference proceeding, to be published by the Scientific Body of
Sz-Sz-B. County of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences] 
- A társasági mobilitás szabályozásának bemutatása a sui generis europai társasági formákra 
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tekintettel. [Comparativ legal analysis of the sui generis European corporate forms on the
special view of the rules of cross-border transfer of their registered offices from a member 
state to another. A conference proceeding, to be published by the Scientific Body of Sz-Sz-B. 
County of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences] 
  
In foreign languages: 
  
-  ”A Hypothesis of Creating the European Legal Person” [European Business Law Review 
(2006) 17 EBLR 1215-1503 NUMBER 5; pgs 1371-1380] 
- ”A Hypothesis of Creating the Europen Legal Person” [A lecture delivered at the legal 
section of the international Ph.D. conference at the University of Miskolc, August 14-20, 
2005 published by ME. Innovációs és Műszaki Transzfer Központ, ISBN.: 963 661 673 6ö) 
  
B) Conferences: 
  
In Hungarian: 
  
- The joint meeting of the Sz.-Sz.-B. County Section of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
and the World Council of Hungarian Professors of the XVth general convention, on
September 22-September 23, 2006 Section XI  (State and Law)  
Title of lecture: Comparative legal analisys of the sui generis legal form of the Euroepan
Union by special attention to cross-border transfer of their registered offices from a member
state to another. 
- The conference organized by the Law Section of the Scientific Body of Sz-Sz-B. County of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences on May 26, 2006 

Title: Development trends of the European law on the legislation and on the jurisdiction. 
Title of lecture: Important ways of change of the company law on the European legislation 

- The conference organized by the University of Miskolc to honour the Day of Science on
November 9, 2005 

Title of lecture: Proposal for No.14. of the European Parliament and Council directive on the
transfer of registered office of a company from one member state to another with a change of
applicable law, 
- The joint meeting of the Sz.-Sz.-B. County Section of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
and the World Council of Hungarian Professors on the day of the XIVth general convention,
September 30-October 1, 2005 Section XI  (State and Law)  
Title of lecture: ”A Hypothesis of Creating the European Legal Person” 
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- The conference of PRIMOM Enterprise Promotion Foundation of Sz-Sz-B. County on June 
21, 2005.  
Title: General introduction into the funds of the European Union. 
- The conference of PRIMOM Enterprise Promotion Foundation of Sz-Sz-B. County on 
February 25, 2004.  
Title of lecture: ”Aki halad, el nem marad” [cca.: Rolling stones grow no moss, or practical
information about the development founds of the European Union] 
- The conference organized by Kortárs Ifjúsági és Kulturális Egyesület [Contemporary Youth 
and Cultural Association] on November 1, 2003. 
Title of lecture: ”Mienk a jelen” [”The Present belongs to us,” on the historical preliminaries 
of the emergence of the European Union]  
  
In foreign languages: 
- At the legal section of the international PhD conference at the University of Miskolc,
August 15-21 

Title of lecture: A Hypothesis of Creating the European Legal Person 
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